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The half-life of Fe has been measured only once in the past (1957,
Roy and Kohman ) yielding a value of Tj/, a,3 x 10 y, uncertain by a
factor 3. The recent finding2 of extinct Al activity (Tx/2 *

 7« 2 x 1 0 y)
through the excess abundance of its decay product Mg in certain inclusions
of the Allende meteorite makes Fe potentially interesting as a possible
signature of iron peak nucleosynthesis. An improved half-life value for Fe
could lead to its use as an interesting geo- and cosmochronological tracer in
the million-year range. In particular, a measurement of Fe in meteorites
with the highly-sensitive method of Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) seems
feasible.

We are presently engaged in an experiment to improve the accuracy in
the half-life value of Fe by measuring both the amount of Fe nuclei and
the decay-rate of a spallation produced sample using the relation
dN/dt * -XN. The sample material was produced by irradiation of 4.5 g/cm Cu
with 18.7 mAh of 193-MeV protons in the Brookhaven Linac Isotope Producer
(BLIP). One year after irradiation the iron fraction was chemically
extracted. Tht8 material contained approximately 10 jL Fe nuclei besides mCi
quantities of Fe (Tw 2 * 2.7 y) and yCi amounts of

 59Fe(Tj#2 * ^5.1 d ) *
After an additional period of 5 months, the Fe content was determined by
adding a known amount of stable iron (>100 times the original amount.) and
measuring the Fe/Fe ratio with AMS. For this measurement several 130-mg Fe
pellets were put into an improved inverted sputter source. The tandem-linac
system accelerated the raass-60 ions to 360-MeV and these were detected using
an Enge split-pole magnetic spectrograph. A strong Ni background component
following Fe through the entire acceleration process was separated by the
difference in energy loss in a 2.8 mg/cm thick Al foil stack. The subsequent
position splitting in the focal plane of the spectrograph allowed a physical
shielding of the main Ni component from the focal-plane detector. The
resulting energy spectrum measured with an ionization-type detector is shown
in Fig. 1. The Fe/Fe ratios were obtained by normalizing to the Fe
current measured at the entrance of the linac. From 18 individual runs on two
active pellets, a Fe/Fe ratio of 1.16 x 10 with an uncertainty of 20% was
determined. The relatively large uncertainty is due to systematic errors in
measuring an absolute ratio with such a highly complex system. At present we
are measuring the (slow) grow-in of the Co gamma-ray activity (T]/2
« 5.27 y, EY • 1.332 MeV). From preliminary values of this measurement and
the 6 Fe/Fe ratio we find that T 1 / 2 ^ 4 x 10

5 y.

The Fe/Fe ratio measurement has shown that AMS experiments can be
performed with the tandem-lianc system in the raass-60 range. An extension to
heavier radioisotopes seems possible, in particular when the completed ATLAS
system will provide heavy ion beams approaching 1 GeV. Although combined
accelerator systems become highly complex devices for quantitative mass
spectrometry, the current trend of steadily increasing computer-assisted
accelerator control may well make this type of measurement more feasible in
the future. fi
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Fig. 1. Isometric plot of energy loss, AE, vs. total energy signals, ET,
measured in the focal plane detector of the split-pole
spectrograph. All three dimensions are linear with the vertical
scale varying as indicated.
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